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New video game helps children who stu:er 

Fluency Friends is the first interac>ve video game that uses speech recogni>on to help 
children who stu:er improve their speech at home 

Leuven, Belgium – Today, on Interna>onal Stu:ering Awareness Day (22 October), the Belgian-
American startup Say It Labs officially launched its new video game ‘Fluency Friends’. The app helps 
children improve their stu:ering in a fun way through speech recogni>on technology. The game, that 
has the full support of speech and language pathology experts, will ini>ally only be available in North 
America, but will soon also be released in other regions. A trial version of Fluency Friends can be 
downloaded for free un>l 1 December 2021.   

Fluency Friends is the brainchild of Erich Reiter and Lukas Latacz, the founders of the startup Say It 
Labs. The company combines state-of-the-art speech recogni>on technology with best prac>ces in 
speech therapy to develop digital games that allow people with speech disabili>es to improve by 
prac>cing independently. According to Say It Labs, Fluency Friends is the first of its kind. It focuses on 
children who stu:er but the company also plans to apply its technology to speech disabili>es related 
to ar>cula>on disorders, au>sm and Parkinson’s disease. 

“This team has developed and innova>ve and detailed video game that will launch the field of speech-language 
pathology into a whole new era outside the speech room. Say It Labs has successfully incorporated the theory 
behind goals and benchmarks for clients. Furthermore, the Fluency Friends thoughWully combines linguis>cs, 
neurological research, principles of motor speech produc>on, and technology to create a new way of thinking 
about prac>ce”. – Susan Fosnot, board cer>fied fluency specialist, and past member of the American Board of 
Fluency and Fluency disorders. 

The Sooner the Be:er 

With Fluency Friends, Say It Labs targets children who stu:er between the ages of five and fi[een. 
“Research shows that the sooner children receive treatment the be:er” says Say It Labs co-founder 
Erich Reiter. “Adults who stu:er can also benefit from the prac>ce that the game provides, as the 
techniques are also relevant for an older popula>on.”  

“Today is Interna>onal Stu:ering Awareness Day. In the United States, over three million people stu:er. Yet, 
there is only a small percentage of Speech and Language Pathologists (SLPs) who are specialized to treat 
people on how to cope with this communica>on disorder. Most stu:erers therefore go through life without 
sufficient remedia>on. We are confident that using Fluency Friends as part of a treatment with an SLP will 
enhance fluency therapy, and that it can also provide a first step for people who wish to learn more about 
motoric and behavioral techniques that improve fluency.” – Lukas Latacz, CTO and Co-Founder, Say It Labs 

How Fluency Friends works 

Fluency Friends is based on the principle of neuroplas>city or the brain's ability to modify, change, 
and adapt both its structure and func>on throughout life. According to Say It Labs, people who play 
the game and prac>ce the techniques can alter the way their brain func>ons. This can in turn lead to 
permanent improvements in their speaking ability. “How long it takes and how much someone can 
improve of course varies from person to person” says Reiter. 

In the game, a series of animal characters such as Zumi the horse, Flips the penguin and Mooki the 
cow, guide the player through a series of islands that each represent one therapy technique that 
improves stu:ering. Through speech recogni>on, the game can monitor how the exercise was 



performed and provides immediate feedback. The results can then automa>cally be shared with an 
SLP.  

At the >me of the launch, ‘Zen Island’ will be the first island that is available. Here you learn to turn 
your vocal cords on and off, an important technique to improve stu:ering. The rest of the islands 
such as ‘phona>on village’ and the ‘slowness swamp’ will be release in subsequent weeks. A trial 
version of Fluency Friends can be downloaded for free un>l 1 December 2021. A[erwards, the game 
will be available at a launch price of $19.99 per month.   

Fluency Friends will ini>ally be launched on Windows, but will ul>mately be available on other major 
plaWorms such as Mac, iOS, and Android. 

Drive and Mo>va>on 

‘We have seen great results in tes>ng and are now looking forward to share our Fluency Friends with the 
world. What struck us most during tes>ng is the drive and mo>va>on that the players had to prac>ce. They 
could do so in their own home with nobody around to judge them. This is a victory by itself.” – Erich Reiter, CEO 
and Co-Founder Say It Labs 

About Say It Labs (www.sayitlabs.com)  

SAY IT Labs BV was founded in 2019 by Erich Reiter (Buffalo, NY) and Lukas Latacz Ph.D. (Brussels, 
Belgium) and is a Belgium based spin-off from the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) and the 
Interuniversity Microelectronics Center (imec).  Say It Labs develops proprietary ar>ficial intelligence-
based speech recogni>on technology designed to support people with speech disabili>es. The 
company combines state-of-the-art technology with best prac>ces in speech therapy and creates 
video games with the goal of mo>va>ng and improving independent prac>ce. In 2019, Say It Labs 
won the Caring and Entrepreneurship Award from the Belgian King Baudouin Founda>on and in 2020 
it was a finalist in the Everis Belgian Innova>on Award.  

Erich Reiter 

Erich Reiter is the co-founder and CEO of Say It Labs. Erich holds a Masters in Computa>onal 
Linguis>cs from MGH Ins>tute of Health Professions (Charleston, MA) and a Masters in 
Communica>on Disorders (University of Buffalo). Erich brings 15 years of industry experience 
working as both a speech recogni>on scien>st and speech and language pathologist. 

Lukas Latacz 

Lukas Latacz is Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer at Say It Labs. He holds a PhD in computer 
science from the Free University of Brussels in Belgium. Lukas spent several years as post-doctoral 
researcher at the same ins>tute. Here he specialized in speech recogni>on algorithms that targeted 
atypical speech o[en seen in people with speech disabili>es. 
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